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The Face of Power: A Chronological Comparison of Byzantine Coinage
Emma Duffin
Abstract
Coinage was an effective tool for representing imperial power in the Byzantine Empire.
This short essay focuses on the evolution of power representation in coinage and argues that
Byzantine emperors displayed power by employing classical Roman elements in their coinage.
This argument is communicated through a chronological comparison of five coins ranging in
date from 288 to 1425 C.E. These coins are a small example of the transition from imperial
iconography to Christian iconography in which we see how classical forms are preserved even
among a drastic change in style and narrative.

The transition from Roman to Byzantine style coinage took place in the 4th to 5th
centuries.1 The principle change occurred by turning profile-facing busts into front-facing figures
as well as replacing pagan narratives with Christian imagery. As this transition occurred, there
are still many iconographic elements, the visual images and symbols used in a work of art, that
carry over. A few of the iconographic elements this essay examines are the heavy Hellenistic
influence (Hellenism was the culture of Greece from 323 B.C. to 33 B.C), the importance of
imperial costume, the use of latin inscriptions, and the ambiguous representation of religious
beliefs. These elements helped establish imperial power by connecting the emperor to the
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classical ideals of the great Roman Empire, which at the time, those of the Byzantine Empire still
considered themselves to be a part of.
Starting with a truly classical Roman example, Figure 1 shows an aureus, or gold coin of
ancient Rome, with a bust of Maximian who reigned as the Cesar of Rome from 286 to 305. 2
The coin in Figure 1 was minted in Rome between 288 and 293. Maximian is portrayed profile in
portrait style, which depicts someone using their physical likeness. He is shown wearing a
classical laurel, a wreath worn on the head symbolizing victory. On the reverso, or back of the
coin, we see the pagan narrative of Hercules taming the deer. This is one of the truly classical
examples that was being emulated by the emperors of Byzantium. Moving into the transitional
period after the fall of the Roman empire into the Byzantine empire, Figure 2 shows a solidus, a
relatively pure gold coin used under Constantine, depicting Constantine the Great minted in
Constantinople between 306 and 337. 3 Again, Constantine is portrayed with a portrait-style,
profile-facing bust. He also wears a laurel. It is the reverso of Figure 2 that starts to show
instances of transition to Christianity. Here we see Nike the goddess of victory dancing. While
this is pagan imagery, Nike, being a winged figure, has many Christian implications referencing
angels. Constantine was famous for his deliberately ambiguous beliefs, treading the line to
appease those who were Christian and non-Christain in his empire. The deliberate portrayal of
ambiguous narratives, simultaneously classical and Christian extended his influence and
perceived power.
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Moving on to Figure 3, we see a half follis, a copper coin weighing half of its original
counterpart the follis, depicting Theodoric, known as king of the Ostrogoths. He ruled Italy from
493-526.4 The coin in Figure 3 was minted in Rome between 493 and 526. In many ways, this
coin returns to the classical themes, showing Thoedoric in armor as a profile-facing bust. The
reverso gives a very common pagan narrative of the brothers, Romulus and Remus, suckling the
she-wolf. This famous myth describes the founding of Rome. This return to classical
representation was likely influenced by proximity as Theodoric ruled in Italy, which was still
heavily influenced by the artistic ideals of the great Roman Empire. Figure 4 is a gold solidus of
Basil I, the Macedonian, who reigned from 867 to 886 in Constantinople.5 The coin in Figure 4
was minted in Constantinople between 867 and 886. This is where we begin to see some drastic
style changes. On the reverso, Basil I is shown front-facing with a full-body image. Portrait
likeness is less important than the imperial costume he wears. In other words, you know Basil I
is the emperor, not because it looks like him, but because he is wearing the imperial dress of the
emperor. Basil I also holds religious and devotional objects, displaying his religious piety to all.
The front of the coin shows the majesty of Christ or the enthroned Christ. We know this is Christ
because of the special cruxiform halo (a halo with a cross inside it) that adorns his face.
Replacing the emperor with Christ shows how coinage became much more Christian in nature;
Christ is shown as coming before the emperor, and it is implied that the emperor’s power comes
directly from God himself.
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The last image, shown in Figure 5, is a half-stavraton, a silver coin known as the last
coin of Rome.6 The coin in Figure 5, minted between 1391 and 1425, depicts Manuel II
Palaiologos, a Byzantine emperor who ruled from 1391 to 1425.7 The style continues to be
simplified in form. Again, Manuel is shown front-facing in imperial costume on the reverso. The
front, as in Figure 4, depicts an image of Christ, this time as he enters Jerusalum on Palm
Sunday. However, the image of one riding a horse is not just Christain but also classical
iconography of Hellenistic and Roman rulers. This example again plays with a bit of ambiguous
nature, using one motif for multiple reasons; in this case, the horse-riding motif connects one
image to both the history of classical Roman power and the Christian nature of the current
empire. Something else to be noted is that all five figures employ the use of latin inscriptions,
even when the Byzantine empire was primarily Greek-speaking. This use of latin is another
reference back to the power of the classic Roman empire, reminding all what Byzantine imperial
authority meant.
In conclusion, Byzantine emperors continued to use classically Hellenistic and Roman
iconography to display power in their coinage even while transitioning into an entirely Christian
empire. This was done by continually using latin inscriptions, employing ambiguous narratives
that play to both pagan and christian audiences, and using visually Hellenistic elements. Some
Hellenistic elements include dramatic and wavy hair, long noses, and small lips, which are all
common to Roman bust portraiture and can be seen throughout the five examples we have
examined. These methods helped the Byzantine empire stay visually connected with the Roman
empire, which was important to them as the Byzantines considered themselves a continuation of
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the Roman empire. In particular, establishing this connection on coinage was a way of
circulating the power of Byzantium, not only through the empire itself, but out into the rest of the
world.
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Figure 1.

Maximian, gold, aureus, Rome, 288-293, 5.283g, 18mm, courtesy of Dumbarton Oaks
https://www.doaks.org/resources/coins/catalogue/bzc-1951.8/view
Figure 2.

Constantine I the Great, gold, solidus, Constantinople, 306-337,4.34g, 20mm, courtesy of Dumbarton
Oaks
https://www.doaks.org/resources/online-exhibits/byzantine-emperors-on-coins/fourth-fifth-centuriesemperors/solidus-of-constantine-i-the-great-306-337
Figure 3.

Theodoric, copper, half follis, Rome, 493-circa 526, 5.09g, 19mm, courtesy of Dumbarton Oaks
https://www.doaks.org/resources/coins/catalogue/BZC.1948.17.3850/view
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Figure 4.

Basil I, gold, solidus, constantinople, 867-886, 4.38g, 20mm, courtesy of Dumbarton Oaks
https://www.doaks.org/resources/online-exhibits/byzantine-emperors-on-coins/the-macedonians-andtheir-immediate-successors-867-1081/solidus-of-basil-i-867-886

Figure 5.

Manuel II Palaiologos, half-stavraton, silver, 1391-1425, 3.48g, 19mm, courtesy of Dumbarton Oaks
https://www.doaks.org/resources/online-exhibits/byzantine-emperors-on-coins/doukas-lascarid-andpalaeologan-dynasties-1204-1453/half-stavraton-of-manuel-ii-1391-1425
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